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LEADERS IN MODIFIED ATMOSPHERE PACKAGING
PEAKfresh® is a shelf extension solution for the produce and floral industries. Using proprietary mineral
technology embedded in the film, PEAKfresh products protect fruit, vegetables and flowers from decay
and dehydration during long shipping and storage periods by removing damaging gases. Additionally,
PEAKfresh technology has an anti-fog treatment that removes condensation stopping the growth of mold
and bacteria while keeping humidity levels high. This is especially important for surviving long hours in
refrigeration and breaks in the cold chain that may occur during transport.
PEAKfresh is proud to offer the best unsealed pallet covers in the industry for
shelf life. They are easy to use and can be applied by a single person with no
additional equipment. One of the greatest benefits of using PEAKfresh pallet
covers is the ability to easily uncover your pallet when it arrives at the warehouse
or distribution center, inspect or partially unload, and then easily re-cover the skid
to protect it until it is needed.
Vented Pallet Covers – we understand that shipping mixed loads is a challenge.
You have different commodities that require unique temperatures for optimal shelf life. By using a vented
pallet cover, your mixed load can better maintain the temperature in which it was packed and withstand
temperature changes by allowing air to flow in and out as needed. Venting in the pallet cover allows the
product to breathe and eliminates the risk of condensation and mold which would otherwise occur during
cold chain breaks.
Non-Vented Pallet Covers – these are ideal for lower temperature loads that will be shipped at the same
temperature in which they were packed. Because they are non-vented, our covers can successfully keep
the temperature and humidity levels consistent to maintain your product’s shelf life.
PEAKfresh is a treated natural mineral that is impregnated into low density polyethylene resin to produce
a packaging film that features:
• Excellent gas permeability through gauge variation
• Maintains high humidity levels to limit produce weight loss
• Anti-fog treatment to reduce water formation
• Good active surface area to volume ratio
• Good deodorizing properties
Note: The key to PEAKfresh effectiveness is to pre-cool all produce and maintain the cool chain throughout
storage or transportation.
PEAKfresh pallet covers come 50 per roll and are available for 73-inch, 79-inch and 88-inch high pallets,
both vented and non-vented. Custom sizes can be made to order and all pallet covers have the capability
to be branded with your logo (*minimum quantity requirements)
PEAKfresh products are certified organic and proudly made in the United States.

www.peakfreshusa.com
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